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my claims, and illustrated by the accompany 
Be it known that I, CHARLEs M. DoDSON, a ling drawings, in which ... 

citizen of the United States of America, and . 
a resident of Des Moines, Polk county, Iowa, 
have invented a new and useful Cigar Holder 
and Wender, of which the following is a speci 
fication. 
The object of this invention is to provide 

means for holding and vending or dispensing 
cigars and similar articles of merchandise. 
My invention consists in the construction 

of a cigar-cell series arranged to receive and 
contain a large number of cigars in series con 
nected in web form and continuous through 
out a bundle or package. 
Myinvention consists, further, in the provi 

..sion of a cigar-cell series, a holder or box 
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therefor, intermittently-rotating mechanism 
arranged to engage and progressively remove 
said cigar-cell series from the holder or box 
and also arranged to carry said series to and 
through a cutting-off mechanism, whereby sin 
gle cigars may be severed from the series and 
suitably delivered or discharged. 
My invention consists, further, in the provi 

sion of means for connecting a cigar-cell se 
ries to trip mechanism acting on an indicator, 
the function of which is to show when the 
holder or box is empty. 
My invention consists, further, in the provi 

sion of means for mounting and removably 
and replaceably securing the holder or box for 
the cigar-cell series in the machine. 
My invention consists, further, in the provi 

sion of a cutting-off mechanism arranged in 
and transversely of the path of travel of the 
cigar-cell series and manually-operated deliv 
ery mechanism arranged to operate the cut 
ting-off mechanism and cut the series between 
two cigars therein to the end that one cigar 
nd a cell therefor may be severed from the 
tries and deposited in a receptacle accessible 
the purchaser. - 
VIy invention consists, further, in the coh 
iction, arrangement, and combination of 
nents hereinafter set forth, pointed or 

Figure 1 is a front elevation of a holder or 
box arranged to receive a cigar-cell series, a 5c 
feeding mechanism arranged to receive a ci 
gar-cell series from the holder or box, and a 
cutting-off mechanism arranged to receive the 
cigar-cell series from the feeding mechanism 
and cut the same transversely. Fig. 2 is a 
right side elevation of the feeding mechanism 
and the cutting-off mechanism:together with 
the means employed to actuate the cutting-off 
mechanism and a cigar-cell series, shown in 
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proper position therein immediately antece- 6c 
dent to the actuation of the cutting-off mech 
anism. Fig. 3 is a left side elevation of the 
mechanisms shown in Fig. 1 together with a 
cigar-cell series mounted therein, certain ele 
ments 4647 49 being omitted. 
The mechanisms and elements illustrated, 

described, and claimed herein are designed to 
be employed in conjunction with other mech 
anisms and elements illustrated and described 
in companion applications for patents pend 
ing concurrently herewith, filed February 3, 
1902, Serial No. 92,234, and filed February 4, 
1902, and serially numbered 92,526. 
In the construction of the cigar-cell series, 

as shown, the numerals 10 and 11 designate 
sheets of paper, cloth, or similar substance 
relatively long and narrow, the width there 
of approximating closely to the length of the 
cigars employed therewith and the length of 
the sheets or web being sufficient to fill a box 
or holder when loaded with cigars. The sheets 
10 and 11 are placed face to face and pasted 
together on transverse lines at intervals, as 
indicated by the numerals 12, thus forming a 
web of double thickness. The lines of paste 
are separated or spaced apart a distance suf 
ficient to permit the separation of the sheets 
10 and 11 between them and the introduction 
of a cigar 13 into the cell thus formed. Each 
cigar shr gly the cell in which it is 

'v' the distance of secaration 
navt 'r to 
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the diameter of the cigars to be employed 
there with. The lines of paste are relatively 
broad to the cind that the cells may be sepa 
rated a distance approximating to the diame 
ter (of the cigars the better to accommodate 
the series or web for use in connection with 
the feeding device, hereinafter described. 
A back plate 14, preferably of cast metal or 

wood, is provided, and clips 15 16 are mount 
cd horizontally parallel with each other there 
on and formed with slide seats or openings 
vertically and transversely of their central 
portions. A bar 17 is mounted for vertical 
rectilinear reciprocation in the slide-seats be 
tween the clips 15 16 and the back plate 14, 
and a lug 18 is formed on and projects for 
wardly from the lower end of said bar. A 
leaf-spring latch 19 is fixed at one end to the 
central portion of the clip 16 and extends 
downwardly and forwardly therefrom. The 
latch 19 is formed with an abrupt bend at 20, 
thus producing a shoulder normally in the 
path of travel of the lug 18, and in the down 
ward movement of the bar 17 said latch will 
yield forwardly under sliding engagement of 
the lug and permit the passage of said lug be 
yond the shoulder, and thereafter the latch 
will return and engage the upper face of the 
lug and retain the same against upward move 
ment. The latch 19 also is formed with a lip 
21 on its forward end, to which lip manual 
force may be applied to withdraw the latch 
from engagement with the lug 18. A retract 
ile coil-spring 22 is fixed at one end to the 
upper end of the bar 17 and at the other end 
to the back plate 14 and tends to lift the bar 
and attached parts against the holding func 
tion of the latch 19. Across-bar 23 is mount 
ed transversely of and fixed at its center to 
the bar 17, parallel with and between the clips 
15 and 16, and arms 24 25 are fixed to and ex 
tend forward at rightangles from the extremi 
ties of said cross-bar. Frame-bars 2627, each 
bent at right angles at two points, are fixed 
by their parallel arms to the arms 24 25, and 
the parallel upwardly-extending end portions 
or arms of Said frame-bars are connected on 
either side by guide-strips 28 29, mounted 
horizontally on their inner faces, said guide 
strips being integrally connected at their rear 
ends. The forward ends of the guide-strips 28 
29 are bent outward, and a box 30 or holder is 
mounted by inward or rearward movement be 
tween said strips and rests on the central por 
tions of the frame-bars 2627. The holder 30 is 
mounted for vertical reciprocation with the 
supporting-bars and guide-strips for conven 
ience in placing it in desired relations to the 
feeding mechanism. The holder 30 preferably 
is a cigar-box, in which the r mounted in 
the cell-web are racked by 
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holder in this machine the lidor cover 30" there 
of is folded back, and a cord 31, attached to one 
end of the web in the holder, is drawn through 
a hole in the bottom of the holder, as shown 
in Fig. 3. A stud 32 is fixed to and projects 
horizontally forward from the back plate 14 
beneath the normal position of the holder 30 
and its frame, and a lever 33, is fulcrumed at 
its center on the extremity of said stud. The 
outer end of the cord 31 is attached to a hook 
34, pivoted on one end of the lever 33, and a 
draft-wire 35 is fixed to the opposite end of 
said lever and leads upwardly therefrom to a 
point of operation of a signal described in my 
application, Serial No. 92,234, filed February 
3, 1902. Thus provision is made for oscillat 
ing the lever 33 and applying draft to the 
wire 35 when the web or cigar-cell series is 
entirely withdrawn from the holder 30 and 
strain is applied to the cord 31 thereby. 

Brackets 3637 are mounted on and extend 
forward from the back plate 14 above the 
holder 30, and a shaft 38 is mounted for rota 
tion in and connects said brackets. Dupli 
cate feed-wheels 39, in this instance five in . 
number, are mounted rigidly on the shaft 38 
and spaced apart on said shaft to encompass 
the major portion of the space between the 
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brackets. The feed-wheels 39 are notched in their peripheries in registration or alinement 
parallel with the shaft 38. The notches 40 in 
the feed-wheels are semicircular in contour 95 
and of a diameter approximating the diameter 
of a cell containing a cigar. Shields 41 41 
(shown by dotted circle in one view) are 
mounted on the shaft 38 against and fixed to 
each of the end wheels 39 and serve to pre 
vent the web slipping sidewise out of the de 
sired line of travel. The shields 41 also over 
lap the notches 40 in the end wheels and pre 
vent longitudinal movement of the cigars in 
the cells contacted by the wheels. Ratchet 
wheels 4243 of different diameters are mount 
edirigidly on the shaft 38 adjacent the inner 
most feed-wheel 39, and the faces of the teeth 
of the respective ratchet-wheels are in oppo 
site directions. A pawl 44 is pivoted at one 
end on the bracket 36 and extending for 
wardly is held by a spring 45 in engagement 
with the ratchet-wheel 42 in such a manner 
as to prevent forward movement of the feed 
wheels 39. An arm 46 is pivoted at one end 
on the shaft 38 adjacent the ratchet-wheel 43, 
and a pawl 47, pivoted on said arm, is held 
by a spring 48 in engagement with the ratchet 
wheel 43 in such a manner as to move said 
wheel and the feed-wheels. 39 forwardly when 
the engagement of the pawl 44 is released and 
the arm is moved downwardly at its rear end. 
A link 49 is pivotally connected near its uppey 

* I rer, end to the rear end of the arm46 and is pivote 
its lower end to the outer end of a cran 

main shaft 88 of the coin-contre. 
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mechanism employed there with and described the casing in which the mechanisms are mount 
in my application, Serial No. 92,234, filed Feb- ed. A slot is formed in and transversely of 65 
ruary 3, 1902. Alip 51, formed by an extension the door 68, and a cup or pocket 69 is mount 
of the upper end of the link 49, projects above ed on the inner face of the door and extends 
the link 46 and will engage and lift the pawl 44 through the slot. A lid or cover 70 is fixed to 
from the ratchet-wheel 42 at times. A pawl 52 the bell-crank lever 67 and hinged thereby in 
is pivoted at one end on the bracket 36 and clips 70" on the door 68 over the mouth of the 7o 
engages the ratchet-wheel 43 under pressure cup or pocket outside the door. The inner 
of a spring 53, mounted in the bracket 36, edge of the cup or pocket 69 is adjacent, be 
and prevents backward or reverse movement low, and in front of the upper edge of the 
of the feed-wheels. A lever 55 is fulcrumed breast or apron 57 when the door is closed. 
on the bracket 36 and extends forwardly Arms 71.72 are formed on and project for-75 
therefrom above the ratchet - wheels, termi- wardly from the brackets 3637, Figs. 2 and : 
nating in a thumb-piece, whereby manual 
pressure may be applied. The rear end por 
tion of the lever 55 extends downwardly at 
one side of the pawl 44, and the extremity 
thereof is bent laterally to form a lug or hook 
56 beneath said pawl, Fig. 3. The lever 55 
is employed to lift the pawl 44 and release the 
ratchet-wheel 42 when it is desired to mount 
the cigar-cell series in the feed-wheels in the 
first instance or at successive times to replen 
lish the Supply. 

An apron or breast 57, formed of sheet 
metal, is mounted on and connects the brack 
ets 36 37 in front of and below the feed 
wheels 39. The lower edge of the breast 57 
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is curved out of the plane of the body there 
of, and leaf-springs 5859 are mounted therein 
and extend rearward and upward toward and 
in front of the feed-wheels. It is the function 
of the leaf-springs 5859 to press and impel 
the cigar-cell series against the feed-wheels 
yieldingly and cause the cells with cigars 
therein to enter the notches 40 successively 
and in proper manner. A cutter-blade 60 is 
mounted on and fixed at its ends to the brack 
ets 3637 in a horizontal plane immediately 
above the breast or apron 57. The upper 
edge of the cutting-blade 60 is beveled rear 
wardly and may be either smooth, serrated, 
or saw-toothed. A stud 61 is mounted in and 
projects forward from the bracket 36 adjacent 
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one end of the cutter-blade 60, and a knife 62 
is mounted rigidly at one end on said stud 
and is arranged to swing through an arc 
therefrom parallel with the cutter-blade 60. 
A hub is formed on or fixed to the pivoted 
end portion of the knife 62, and a crank-arm 
63 is fixed at one end to said hub and pro 
jects radially therefrom at an oblique angle 
to the knife. A convolute spring 64 is fixed 
at one end to the bracket 36 and at the other 
end to the stud 61 and exerts its resilience 
in the direction of lifting and holding up the 
knife and crank-arm 63. 
oted at its upper end to the outer end por 
tion of the crank-arm 63 and depends there 
from. A slot 66 is formed in the lower end 
portion of the link 65 and is arranged to re 
ceive one end of a bell-crank lever 6, which 
bell-crank lever is fulcrumed in the door 68 of 

A link 65 is piv 

3, and a crank-bail 73 is fulcrumed in the ex 
tremities of said arms. The central portion 
of the crank-bail is straight and normally oc 
cupies a position over the feed-wheels 39, at 8o 
the rear of and above the cutter-blade 60. 
The journals of the crank-bail are straight 
and parallel with the central portion thereof. 
The central portion of the bail is connected 
to the journals by oblique portions 73" 73, the 85 
planes of which in normal position cross the 
path of travel of the knife 62. A wear-plate 
74 is mounted on the knife 62 in such man 
ner that when the knife is moved downwardly said wear-plate will engage the oblique por- 9o 
tion 73" and force the bail forward across the 
plane of the cutter-blade 60. A stop-arm 73 
is formed on the crank-bail 73 and extends 
rearward therefrom and is bent beneath the 
arm 71 of the bracket 36. It is the function 95 
of the stop-arm 73 to limit and determine the 
rearward movement of the crank-bail 73. An 
arm 73" is formed on the end portion of the 
bail 73 opposite the arm 73, and the extrem 
ity thereof is connected to one end of a re-I 
tractile coil-spring 75, the opposite end of 
which spring is attached to the bracket 37. 
It is the function of the arm 73" and spring 
75 to return the crank-bail 73 to its normal 
position after a movement thereof by the 
knife 62 and wear-plate 74. It is the function 
of the crank-bail 73 to engage at the rear of 
and move a cell of the cigar-cell series con 
taining a cigar forward across the plane of the 
cutter-blade 60 (into the position shown in 
Figs. 2 and 3) in advance of the engagement 
of the knife with the web and coincident with 
the movement of the knife. It is desirable: 
to lock the feed-wheels positively in one posi 
tion during the operation of the bailand knife, 
and to this end I provide a bracket-arm 76 
on the bracket 36 and pivot a link 77 at one 
end thereon. A latch 78 is pivoted on the 
bracket 36 by means of a screw 78", paralle 
with the link 77, and a rod 79 is mounted in 
and connects the outer upper ends of the lin) 
and latch. One end portion of the rod 79 ex 
tends beyond the link 77 and crosses the pat 
of travel of the knife 62 and is arranged 
be engaged and moved back by the return ( : 
said knife from a cutting operation. The ro 
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and with it the lid or cover 70 and in so do 
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79 is acted upon by a spring 80, tending to 
move said rod, so that the latch 78 is moved 
into a position that its left end will engage in 
a notch 40 of the adjacent wheel39 and retain 
said wheel and its companions against for 
ward movement while the knife 62 is moving 
forward and back out of engagement with 
said rod. Inasmuch as the notches 40 have 
curved walls, the latch 78 will wedge thereon 
and crowd the wheel back until stopped by 
positive engagement of the pawl 52 with a 
tooth of the ratchet-wheel 43. 
In the practical use of this machine the op 

erator first introduces a coin into and oper 
ates the coin-controlled mechanism, (not de 
scribed herein,) to the end of rotating the shaft 
and raising the arm 50. In the upward move 
ment of the arm 50 the link 49 is raised suffi 
ciently to bring the pawl 47 into engagement 
with the next succeeding tooth of the ratchet 
wheel 43 and release the pawl 44 from the 
ratchet-wheel 42. Then the shaft is rotated 
oppositely, causing a downward movement of 
the arm 50, link 49, and arm 46, during which 
the pawl 47 moves the ratchet-wheel 43 rota 
tably and turns the feed-wheels forward. In 
the forward movement of the feed-wheels the 
cigar-cell series is lifted and fed one cell up 
ward. Then the operator lifts the outer end 
portion or handle of the bell-crank lever 67 

ing depresses the inner end of said lever and 
applies a downward pull on the link 65. In 
the downward movement of the link 65 the 
arm 63, and consequently the knife 62, are 
pulled downward. In the downward move 
ment of the knife 62 the crank-bail 73 is en 
gaged and moved across the cutter-blade 60 
and in such movement engages and moves a 
cell across said blade. In the further down 
ward movement of the knife the latch 78 is 
permitted to engage and lock the feed-wheel, 
and the knife passes the serrated edge of the 
cutting-blade 60 and cuts through the pasted 
portion of the web of the cigar-cell series, 
thus severing one cell and the cigar therein 
from the series. The severed cell and cigar 
therein falls from the knife and cutting-blade 
into the cup or pocket 69 and follows the 
curved back thereof through the slot of the 
door and into reach of the operator. The op 
erator then removes the cell and cigar from the 
cup or pocket 69 and drops the handle of the 
bell-crank lever, whereupon the several parts 
or elements of the feeding and cut-off mech 
inisms reassume their normal positions, as 
hown. 
I claim as my invention 
1. A cigar-cell series, a removable and re 
laceable holder for said cigar - cell series 
ounted for vertical adjustment and open at 
s top, and feeding mechanism arranged to 
f and feed said cigar-cell series from said 
e. 
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2. A cigar-cell series, a removable and re 
placeable holder for said cigar-cell series 
mounted for vertical adjustment and open at its 
top, rotating step-by-step feeding mechanism 
arranged to engage and feed said cigar-cell se 
ries from said holder, manually-operated cut 
off mechanism arranged to sever the cigar 
cell series between the cells and locking mech 
anism acting on the feeding mechanism dur 
ing the operation of the cut-off mechanism. 

3. A cigar-cell series, a removable and re 
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75 placeable holder for said cigar - cell series . 
mounted for vertical adjustment and open at its 
top, rotating step-by-step feeding mechanism 
arranged to engage and feed said cigar-cell se 
ries from said holder, manually-operated cut 
off mechanism arranged to sever the cigar 
cell series between the cells and locking mech 
anism acting on the feeding mechanism to 
prevent rotation in either direction during 
the operation of the cut-off mechanism. 

4. A cigar-cell series, a holder for said cigar 
cell series, rotating step-by-step feeding mech 
anism arranged to engage and feed said cigar 
cell series, from said holder, manually-oper 
ated cut-off mechanism arranged to sever the 
cigar-cell series between the cells, locking 
mechanism acting on the feeding mechanism 
to prevent rotation in either direction during 
the operation of the cut-off mechanism and a 
lever arranged for manual operation to sus 
pend the locking mechanism as to the forward 
movement of the feeding mechanism. 

5. A cigar-cell series, a holder for said cigar 
cell series between the cells, locking mechan 
ism acting on the feeding mechanism to pre 
vent rotation in either direction and a lever 
arranged for manual operation to suspend the 
locking mechanism as to the forward move 
ment of the feeding mechanism. 

6. A cigar-cell series, a holder for said cigar 
cell series, feeding mechanism arranged to en 
gage and feed said cigar-cell series from said 
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holder, a web flexing device arranged to en- ' 
gage the foremost cell of the cigar-cell series 
and move it away from the feeding mechan 
ism, and cut-off mechanism arranged to sever 
the cigar-cell series between the cells. 

7. A cigar-cell series, a holder for said cigar 
cell series, feeding mechanism arranged to en 
gage and feed said-cigar-cell series from said 
holder, a web flexing device arranged to en 
gage the foremost cell of the cigar-cell series 
and move it away from the feeding mechan 
ism into the path of travel of cut-off mechan 
ism and cut-off mechanism arranged to sever 
the cigar-cell series between the cells. 

o 
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8. A cigar-cell series, a box therefor, a frame 
receiving said box and arranged for vertical 
adjustment, feed-wheels formed with periph 
eral notches, means for pressing the cells of 
the cigar-cell series into the notches of the 
feed-wheels, a cutter-blade a crank-bail ar 
ranged to engage said cigar-cell series and 
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swing the foremost cell across said cutter 
blade, a knife mounted for oscillation through 
said cigar-cell series parallel with and in shear 
ing relation to said cutter-blade and manu 
ally-operated delivery mechanism arranged to 
operate the knife and receive a severed cell 
from the series. 

9. A cigar-cell series, a box therefor, feed 
wheels formed with peripheral notches, means 
for pressing the cells of the cigar-cell series 
into the notches of the feed-wheels, a cutter 
blade, a crank-bail arranged to engage said 
cigar-cell series and swing the foremost cell 
across said cutter-blade, a knife mounted for 
oscillation through said cigar-cell series par 
allel with and in shearing relation to said cut 
ter-blade and manually - operated delivery 
mechanism arranged to operate the knife and 
receive a severed cell from the series. 

10. A cigar-cell series, a box therefor, feed 
wheels formed with peripheral notches and 
mounted for intermittent rotation, means for 
pressing the cells of the cigar-cell series into 
the notches of the feed-wheels, a cutter-blade, 
a crank-bail arranged to engage said cigar 
cell series and swing the foremost cell across 
said cutter-blade, a knife mounted for oscilla 
tion through said cigar-cell series parallel 
with and in shearing relation to said cutter 
blade and manually-operated delivery mech 
anism arranged to operate the knife and re 
ceive a severed cell from the series. 

11. A cigar-cell series, a box therefor, feed 
wheels formed with peripheral notches and 
mounted for intermittent rotation, means for 
pressing the cells of the cigar-cell series suc 
cessively into the notches of the feed-wheels, 
a cutter-blade, a crank-bail arranged to en 
gage said cigar-cell series and Swing the fore 
most cell across said cutter-blade, a knife 
mounted for oscillation through said cigar 
cell series parallel with and in shearing rela 
tion to said cutter-blade and manually-opera 
ted delivery mechanism arranged to operate 
the knife and receive a severed cell from the 
series. 

12. A cigar-cell series, a box therefor, feed 
wheels formed with peripheral notches and 

mounted for intermittent rotation, a lock 

S 

therefor, means for pressing the cells of the 
cigar-cell series into the notches of the feed 
wheels, a cutter-blade, a crank-bail arranged 
to engage said cigar-cell series and Swing the 

5 

foremost cell across said cutter-blade, a knife 5, 
mounted for oscillation through said cigar 
cell series parallel with and in shearing rela 
tion to said cutter-blade and manually-opera 
ted delivery mechanism arranged to operate 
the knife and receive a severed cell from the 
series. 

13. A cigar-cell series, a box therefor, feed 
wheels formed with peripheral notches and 
mounted for intermittent rotation, means for 
pressing the cells of the cigar-cell series into 6: 
the notches of the feed-wheels, a cutter-blade, 
a crank-bail arranged to engage said cigar 
cell series and swing the foremost cell across 
said cutter-blade and arranged for engage 
ment with and operation of said crank-bail, a 
knife mounted for oscillation through said 
cigar-cell series parallel with and in shearing 
relation to said cutter-blade and manually-op 
erated delivery mechanism arranged to op 
erate the knife and receive a severed cell from 
the series. 

14. A cigar-cell series, a box therefor, feed 
wheels formed with peripheral notches and 
mounted for intermittent rotation, a lock 
therefor, means for pressing the cells of the 
cigar-cell series into the notches of the feed 
wheels, a cutter-blade, a crank-bail arranged 
to engage said cigar-cell series and swing the 
foremost cell across said cutter-blade, a knife 
mounted for oscillation through said cigar 
cell series parallel with and in shearing rela 
tion to said cutter-blade and manually-opera 
ted delivery mechanism arranged to operate 
the knife and receive a severed cell from the 
series, the knife in its return movement ar 
ranged to act on and release said lock. 
Signed by me at Des Moines, Iowa, this 

1st day of January, 1902. 
CHARLES M. DODSON. 

Witnesses: 
S. C. SWEET, 
WM. WILKINSON. 
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